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Abstract
This paper introduces a fundamentally new machine paradigm, which takes into account, that
hardware has become soft. Along with a compilation technique, this paper introduces its implementation and application by illustrating the rDPA (reconfigurable data path array), an integrated circuit having been designed at Kaiserslautern and submitted for fabrication. This is the
first implementation of a field-programmable data path array (FPDPA), which uses configurable
ALU blocks (CABs) instead of CLBs (configurable logic blocks). This novel platform provides
highly efficient means of instruction level parallelism: for many applications by orders of magnitude more efficient than the traditional parallelism used in all scenes of high performance computing.

1. Preface
This paper deals with high performance computing for the many. Traditionally we have two completely different worlds: embedded systems as well as massively parallel computing (MPC), supercomputing, high performance computing (HPC), or, whatever it may be called. This means: applicationspecific versus general purpose hardware. In the field of embedded systems application-specific hardware extensions are used for acceleration. The goal of the other world has been a general purpose hardware platform for MPC or HPC. But these scenes are now in a heavy crisis. For decades the mainstream
of the crowd has followed the von Neumann paradigm bandwagon (figure 1). The market is shrinking,
but ivory tower activities are exploding. There are more than a hundred conferences per year, worldwide.
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History of turbulences in Computing, Parallel and/or High Performance
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Some of these MPC people now have discovered the system on a chip (SOC). A beautifully architectured network of processors on a single chip is now their dream. So they are ready to repeat all the mistakes from the last 30 years on a new technology platform. But more and more controversial panels are
questioning the future of MPC and HPC. In turbulent times crowds gather in the market square, ready to
follow new leaders promising a way out of the dead road. Within a few years communication channels
featuring tens or hundreds of Gigabytes per second will be a commodity at all levels: LAN, WAN, and
even world-wide (also see [1]). This will cause a tendency away from the heavy metal of the MPC or
super computing scenes toward distributed HPC. Load balancing for massively parallel computing will
become the job of networking people: from linking workstation clusters to utilizing idling computing
power from the internet. The authors of this paper strongly believe, that the only was to implement HPC
concentrated on a single board or a single chip will be the way how embedded system designers do it —
more pragmatic and less hypnotized by the von Neumann paradigm. We believe, that a new paradigm
would be very helpful. This paper tries to convince the reader
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Figure 2. F-CCMs as a tinker toy approach: accelerator hardware is linked
through the back door. Due to the von Neumann paradigm a direct instruction set
augmentation is prohibited..
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2. Introduction
Meanwhile field-programmable devices have reached a market volume of almost four Billion US
Dollars (worldwide). Hardware has become soft and structural programming is gaining momentum
towards traditional procedural programming ([2] - [5]). Also field-programmable boards are commercialized (e. g. [6] - [10]). An important application are embedded reconfigurable accelerators (for example [11] - [14]). Reconfigurable architectures (e. g. also [15] - [18]) start to compete with structurally
programmable processors. Why did all the MPC and HPC scenes ignore this platform of efficient parallelism all the time?
Why are “Real Time Systems“, “Multimedia Hardware“, “DSP“ und “Custom Computing
Machines“ strongly disjoint scenes? They all have the same goal: high performance for a reasonable price. Also a new IEEE Technical Committee called “Engineering of Computer-Based Systems
(ECBS)“, tries to tackle the chaos [19]. But what is missing is an interdisciplinary model as powerful as von Neumann, which helps to link these still isolated scenes. Also the TC-ECBS has no solution, not yet. Von Neumann does not help, since it is not a communication paradigm. And it is not
suitable for using reconfigurable hardware, which has been recently discovered by HPC people. At
the High Performance Computing Symposium in New Delhi by end ’1995 field-programmable
logic has been officially introduced to the scene by the opening keynote of a speaker from MIT
[20]. He said: “computing by the yard“ replaces “computing in time“. This is a mile stone insofar,
as this scene had completely ignored this technology platform for decades. But probably it will take
decades to a marriage between computing in time and computing in space. Systolic arrays ([21], [22])
look more like an illegitimate child, the result of an early episode
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Figure 3.

Example of an rDPA (reconfigurable Data Path Array)..
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Computing has been dominated by the von Neumann paradigm for about 50 years. But VLSI design
problem capture experienced a paradigm shift roughly every 6 years: from polygon pushing, over transistor circuit design, logic synthesis to RT level synthesis (high level synthesis and VHDL or Verilog
usage. Now we are facing a shift to the processor level. The market for application-specific processors,
microcontrollers or other subsystems is growing faster than that of general purpose processors. Application-specific microprocessors are pushed within several different R&D scenes ([23], [24]): as ASIPs
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(application-specific instruction set processors [25] - [28]), as FCCMs (FPGA-based custom computing
machines: [29] - [36]), or by Hardware-Software-Co-Design ([37] - [49]).
The more radical ASIP approach creates completely application-specific instruction sets. Also a
completely new compiler, operating system, simulator and emulator have to be generated for each
new ASIP design alternative. In the scenes of FCCMs und H/S-Codesign, however, only a few
application-specific extensions are patched to the (standardized) instruction set of a general purpose
processor by adding external accelerator hardware (AH). The advantage is the use of commercially
available software. But because of the very tight coupling between ALU and sequencer the von
Neumann paradigm requires a new instruction sequencer as soon as the instruction set is modified.
To avoid the need of a new instruction sequencer for each new design the AH is interfaced through
the back door by memory address stealing (figure 2). That’s why the results from FCCM or Hardware/Software Co-Design tend to be patchwork ([33], [50], [51])
Figure 5.

An application problem example for rDPA structural programming .

y10 := a0 * (b0 + 2 * c0);

y11 := a1 * (y10 + 2 * c1);

y20 := 5 * d0 + e0 + (f0 + b0):

y21 := 5 * y20 + e1 + (f1 + y10):

y30 := g0 * (h0 + 2 * e0);

y31 ;= y30 * (y40 + 2 * e1);

y40 := (5 * d0 + e0) * f0;

y41 := (5 * y20 + e1) * f1;

3. From FPGA to Field-programmable Data Path Array (FPDPA)
Word level reconfigurable arrays [52] demonstrate, that structural programming does not necessarily
lead to Sauerkraut structures. The simplicity of programming such arrays is shown by an example using
an rDPA (reconfigurable Data Path Array) by Rainer Kress ([53], [54], [55]). figure 3 illustrates the rDPs
(reconfigurable Data Paths) and figure 4 shows its structural programmability. An rDPA design with an
array of 2 by 3 rDPs on a chip has been submitted for fabrication. Each rDP is 32 bits wide and is mainly
a configurable ALU. But by a small microprogram it may carry out more complex operators, such as e.
g. floating point. Interconnect between rDPs uses an asynchronous interface. To save chip area, only
nearest neighbour interconnect between rDPs is possible. But an rDP may serve as a routing element
only, which provides sufficient flexibility for routing and placement. The rDPA concept is fully scalable.
Several rDPA chips may be interconnected in a transparent way. The rDPA is a first step from FPGA to
FPDPA by using (word level) configurable ALU blocks (CABs) instead of the (bit level) CLBs (configurable logic blocks) used in platforms available commercially.
Currently a next generation rDPA chip concept is being developed, which also allows to map data
sequencers on it. The goal of this is to minimize the number of designs needed for Xputer implementation. We have not yet decided, whether we would prefer two chip designs (one for sequencer and rDPA,
and another one for the smart memory interface, compare figure 8), or a single one which might include
a kind of “slice“ of the smart memory interface per chip.
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Figure 6.

A first solution for the rDPA-Routing-and-Placement to the problem in
figure 4
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The 8 equations in figure 5 are used as a design problem demo. figure 6 shows a first brute force solution, which needs 17 bus cycles and makes a bottleneck out of the only available bus. After a few seconds a simulated annealing optimizer produces a much better solution (figure 7), where the bus is needed
for a single cycle only. All other communication is restricted to nearest neighbour interconnect between
rDPs. The possibility to use rDPs also for routing only, instead of using it as an operator, provides more
flexibility to obtain better solutions from the optimization algorithm. The optimizer is part of the data
path synthesis system (DPSS) developed by Rainer Kress, which also features smart data prefetching
strategies ([53], [54])
DPSS-optimized solution of rDPA routing and placement to equations
in figure 4.
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At Kaiserslautern a compiler has been developed, which features 2-level hardware/software partitioning. It accepts source “programs“ written in a C dialect X-C (Xputer C). The first level partitioner separates sequential code for the (von Neumann) host from the tasks for the accelerator (Xputer). The second
level partitioner generates sequential code for the data sequencer(s), as well as configuration code for the
rDPA. The DPSS has been integrated as the back end of the rDPA code subcompiler. The compilation
method and its implementation details have been published elsewhere ([19], [56] - [58]). X-C includes a
sublanguage MoPL, a C extension to elegantly express generic data sequencing patterns (which we call
scan patterns [58], [59]). More about scan patterns and MoPL has been published elsewhere ([60] - [62]).

4. Life beyond von Neumann
From scenes dealing with HPC only the area of application-specific array processors (ASAPs: systolic arrays etc.) looks very well structured. I has a strong backbone paradigm, which looks like having
mainstream capability. It combines data scheduling with locality of data, of operations, and, of resources.
Time and space appear within the same formula. The von Neumann paradigm has disappeared. From its
instruction sequencer only the clock has survived. Wavefront arrays do not even use clocking. Without
turning away from the von Neumann paradigm such a well structured system of theories would never
have been possible.
About Hardware/Software Co-Design Rajesh Gupta complaints the lack of a general model [38], so
that the scene is paralysed by the wide variety of architectures. The same complaint also holds for the
scene of FPGA-based Custom-Computing Machines, a sister of the Hardware/Software Co-Design
scene. A major difference between both disciplines is the implementation platform: reconfigurable versus hardwired. Another difference is the importance of compatibility: extensions to a commercially
available general purpose machine versus optimized hardware/software trade-off. But both areas have
one problem in common: the missing backbone paradigm.
Coupling a reconfigurable accelerator to a host resembles changes the hosts ALU hardware. That’s
why CCM designers interface such accelerators through the host’s back door — to avoid the need for
changing the instruction sequencer and thus destroying the host architecture. From a von Neumann point
of view this means a misuse of memory addresses (figure 2): accelerator calls are “transport-triggered“
([63] - [68]), and are not issued by “instruction fetch“,
Figure 8.

Xputer: procedurally data-driven computer.

loosely coupled
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sequencer

reconfigurable
AcceleratorHardware
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Memory
A reconfigurable ALU or other accelerator can be reconfigured within milliseconds. How can be
avoided, that the architecture falls apart already after partial ALU reconfiguration? A solution is the
“Data Sequencer“ [60] [61]. It is only very loosely coupled to the data path resources, only by a few deci-
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sion bits (figure 8). Without the classical “instruction fetch“ only one other mode of evoking an operation
is available: “transport-triggered“ operations execution. The “instruction fetch“ has been migrated from
run time to compile time.
We get a non von Neumann processor, which is not driven by control flow, but by data sequencing
[69]. Such a data-procedural processor (d-Processor, which we also call Xputer1) operates deterministically — in contrast to the co-called data flow machine [70] [71], where the order of execution is unpredictable because it is driven by arbitration (compare figure 9). Instead of program jumps and program
loops a d-Processor carries out data (address) jumps and data (address) loops, i. e. jump destinations are
data locations instead of instruction locations [59]. The d-paradigm is as universal as the von Neumann
paradigm ([58] - [73]).
Figure 9.
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A d-processor may be used in stand-alone mode, if desirable. But it may be also used as a flexible, or
even as a general purpose accelerator co-processor to a von Neumann host ([19] - [57]). Several typical
Xputer mechanisms having been published elsewhere (for directory and papers see [74]) provide at low
hardware cost an enormous acceleration potential for many algorithms, such as in DSP, image processing, multimedia applications and others. ([12] - [14]). Some of these acceleration mechanisms are parallelism at data path level, and the avoidance of several kinds of overhead, as well as by massive run-timeto-compile-time migration (r2c migration). Such an r2c migration seems to be a remedy of the fine granularity communication switching explosion known from the field of “traditional“ massively parallel
computer systems. d-processors are a highly promising general purpose platform, which has been shown
by a number of speedup factors obtained experimentally, in a special case by more than three orders of
magnitude ([13], [33], [60], [72] - [76]).
A paradigm shift requires enormous mental efforts. Is it worth such efforts? The most important
aspect is: data sequencers are universal, whereas instruction sequencers ALU-specific. Whenever you
change the ALU of a von Neumann computer, you always need a new data sequencer. But even if you
change the Xputer’s ALU dramatically, you do not need another data sequencer, even if you switch from
a single rALU to a large rALU array ([53], [54]). This is a fundamentally important advantage for in
using soft hardware, where you may change the ALU within milliseconds. The d-paradigm is the ideal
backbone paradigm for using reconfigurable data paths and even configurable data path arrays, even
when linked to a von Neumann host.

1. non von Neumann: please, do not mix up with transputers, which are von Neumann processors (X
“trans“)
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5. Summary
The paper has introduced a fundamentally new machine paradigm, which takes into account, that
hardware has become soft. Along with a compilation technique, this paper has introduced its implementation and application by illustrating the rDPA (reconfigurable data path array), an integrated circuit
designed by Rainer Kress and submitted for fabrication. This is the first implementation of a field-programmable data path array (FPDPA), which uses configurable ALU blocks (CABs) instead of CLBs
(configurable logic blocks). This novel platform provides highly efficient means of instruction level parallelism: for many applications by orders of magnitude more efficient than the traditional parallelism
used in MPC or HPC or supercomputing.

6. Conclusions
We have introduced a paradigm, which integrates programming and resources for computing in time
and for computing in space. This novel d-paradigm has mainstream potential. It has the chance to break
the monopoly of the von Neumann paradigm as a conceptual backbone of computer science. It could
become as important for structurally programmable information processing systems, as the von Neumann paradigm is for procedural computing systems. In Industry and academia already for many years
system designs have been practiced, which integrate both worlds, although more by tinker toy
approaches. However, the discipline of systolic arrays, where both computing worlds are overlapping,
has developed more formal mapping methods, which are strong links between these two worlds. The
new paradigm shows a way toward a systematic dichotomy of computing sciences, which integrates
computing in time and computing in space.
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